ACCIDENT REPORT

IREDS-108 (REV. 1-60)
EXCEPTION TO STANDARD FORM 82
APPROVED BY BUREAU OF THE BUDGET, JAN. 1960

1. REPORTING SHIP, ACTIVITY OR UNIT

USNS GENERAL JOHN POPE (T-AP 119)

2. PERSONNEL INJURED

(CLARENCE C. PECK, WP4R)

(Name, Rank, Rate or Trade, and Branch of Service)

HSTSPAC 33 1 NO

3. PROPERTY/EQUIPMENT DAMAGE

TYPE

ESTIMATED DAMAGE COST

4. DATE AND TIME OF ACCIDENT

DATE (Day, Month, Year): 0915 29 AUGUST

WEATHER LIGHT

GOOD ADVERSE NOT APPLIC. GOOD POOR NOT APPLIC.

5. DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT:

While passing through watertight door #3-132-1, employee stepped up on door coming and struck his head on top of door opening.

6. FORMS SUBMITTED APPLICABLE TO INJURED CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES

A. C.A. 1 YES [ ] NO [ ] B. C.A. 2 [ ] YES [ ] NO [ ] C. OTHER

7. RECOMMENDED CORRECTIVE ACTION:

Continue to stress safety - Require all personal to wear head covering to reduce the effects in case they should hit low overheads or obstructions.

8. SIGNATURE OF SUPERVISOR

E. C. QUINN

TITLE: MASTER

DATE

9. SIGNATURE OF REVIEWING OFFICIAL

JOHN HARRINGTON

TITLE: MASTER

DATE
## Section 9
### Agency Involved

Check (x) and specify in space provided the object or substance most closely associated with the injury and which in general could have been properly guarded or corrected. One check (x) MUST be entered in this section.

| 1. MACHINES: (Pneumatic, printers, sewing machines, 
| 2. CRANE MOVERS & PLANS: 
| 3. ELEVATORS: 
| 4. Hoisting Apparatus: 
| 5. CONVEYORS: 
| 6. BOILERS & PRESSURE VESSELS: |

### Section 10
#### Unsafe Act

Check (x) and specify the principal unsafe condition which led to or was responsible for the accident. One check (x) MUST be entered in this section.

| 8. Improper Guarding: 
| 9. Improper Illumination: |

### Section 11
#### Type of Accident

Check (x) and explain principal unsafe act. One check (x) MUST be entered in this section.

| 26. Striking Against: Contact with rough or sharp objects, resulting in cuts, etc., due to striking against, dropping on, or striking objects. 
| 27. Striking by Railing: Slipping, sliding, or moving objects. |

### Section 12
#### Unsafe Act

Check (x) and explain the unsafe personal factor chiefly responsible for the accident. One check (x) MUST be entered in this section.

| 49. Improper Attitude: (Disregard of instructions, failure to understand instructions, nervous, etc.,) 
| 50. Lack of Knowledge or Skill: (Absence of safe practice, untrained, etc.) |

### Section 13
#### Type of Injury

Check (x) and specify in space provided the part of body chiefly identified with injury. One check (x) MUST be entered in this section.

| 88. HEAD: 
| 70. BACK: |